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Get in touch today
 Remember – there is no need to feel constrained by the range of vehicles shown here as we can normally source any vehicle required on request. We can also arrange vehicle demonstrations for customers to check that everything is to their satisfaction before they hire.
London Hire has the vehicles, expertise and infrastructure to provide transport solutions for every situation. To find out how we can work for you, call us on 0208 320 4200.
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Client Testimonials
 "Initially, I just needed to find somewhere to hire a minibus while ours were being repaired elsewhere. I soon discovered that you provide a lot more than just hire vehicles and I was persuaded to give your workshops a try. I found a team of experts working to high standards who are really keen to help while trying hard not to spend too much of the customers money. Colin and Rob have been particularly helpful and are a credit to your operation, in fact everyone I have met or spoken to at London Hire have inspired confidence. You do what you say you will do – excellent."
Rod Stone, Transport Supervisor, University of Greenwich

"They have provided a first class service that is industry leading. I wouldn't hesitate at all in recommending London Hire."
Kevin Ward, Fleet Manager, Westminster City Council
"It has been a great relief to know that our short term vehicle needs have been sorted so quickly by London Hire and at such short notice."
Adrian Watson, Regional Operations Manager, Mencap
"The company's experience is evident in both public and private sectors. We have been a customer for several years and they provide an outstanding service."
Fleet Transport Manager
"We have been using London Hire's services since June 2014, we started off with 3x 16 seater buses and have been so pleased with serice they supply that we now have 8 vehicle on lease through them. London Hire supply a quality service we have had no problems with them anytime so far, when we have had any form of a fault they have repaired it the same day at our convenience or have taken the bus away and given us a replacement vehicle if they can not fix it on site. They have a good out of hours service to deal with any late night / weekend problems. London Hire for us have taken a lot of stress out of running a transport service, they arrange all the serving/safety checks around our needs so there is no down time for us or extra expense."
William Bullock, Tapestry Transport
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